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The Wooden Desktop Stand is an accessory for water dispensers that offers a convenient solution for adapting the hei-
ght of the dispensers to the customer’s needs, such as placing them on a kitchen bench or a surface at a certain height.

The Wooden Floor Stand is an ideal accessory for water dispensers that are intented to be incorporated directly into 
the floor to act as a watercooler. In cases where a surface with a minimum height is not available for the user’s comfort. 

With these stands it is possible, firstly, to offer solutions at different levels and/or environments. They also provide sta-
bility and safety with their reinforced cross design, which improves grip on the base and support. Furthermore, the su-
pports, by protruding from the base where the dispenser is placed, provide aesthetics and consistency to the structure. 
Additionally, cleaning is quick and easy on the entire surface on which it rests.

Finally, it should be noted that these structures are lightweight, quick to assemble, simple and very competitively priced.

It is suitable for the following models: Simple Dispenser and Ceramic Dispenser. 
*See compatibility on next page.

Wooden Desktop Stand Reference: AC1027
Wooden Floor Stand Reference: AC1030

WOODEN STAND DESKTOP / FLOOR
REFERENCE AC1027/AC1030
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Specifications Desktop stand Floor stand
Total weight 0.855 kg 2.380 kg
Height 16 cm 64.5 cm
Base diameter 25 cm 25 cm

PRODUCT COMBINATIONS 
Both the Wooden Desktop Stand and the Floor Stand are compatible with the Simple Dispenser and Ceramic Dis-
penser models. The combination of both products maintains the aesthetics with a simple and elegant design. It also 
provides comfort and enhances the functionality of the dispensers by making them more accessible. 
 
Simple Dispenser Reference: FB1017 
Ceramic Dispenser Reference: FB1018 
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